**Adverbs**

Adverbs are words that modify (add to) verbs, adjectives or other adverbs. **These words answer the questions:** when? where? Why? How? How many times? To what extent?

In the following sentences:

1. Double underline all verbs.
2. Single underline all nouns.
3. Circle adjectives (words that add to nouns)
4. Box adverbs.
5. Draw arrows from the adverbs to the verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs they add on to.

Example: We chose a rather cool day for swimming.

Set one:

1. He left the room immediately.

2. It was a very difficult test.

3. Finally the teacher read the play aloud.

4. Billy reads slowly but very clearly and pleasingly.

5. You are walking too rapidly.
Set Two:

1. Haltingly, the old man told his story.

2. I think it is uncomfortably warm today.

3. I was sorry I had not returned sooner.

4. The child gazed longingly at the very tempting sundae.

5. I did not leave; I had not entirely finished the work.